EMERGE

1. CARRY
Singular in my low ambitions
Singular in mind along the way
Fasting times I call alone condition
Singular in mind along the way
Oh say a lonely demon
Oh say for tone LA
Oh say can be a hiding
Oh say a brand new day
Singular in my Apollo vision
Singular in my Apollo day
Feel the earth in rising all the fissures
Feel the earth emerge in whole new ways
Oh say a lonely demon
Oh say for tone LA
Oh say can be a hiding
Oh say a brand new day

2. CRASH
Can you see this frozen place
All in all went to the river
Mind is set in a whole world of face
Mind is set in a dull older river
Mind is set, this mind has changed
Calling down to the roll in the river
Falling free and falling vain
Kind of sense, a mind of rivers
Can you see this frozen place
All in all went to the river
Mind is set in a whole world of face
Mind is set in a dull older river
Mind is set, this mind has changed
Calling down to the roll in the river
Falling free and falling vain
Kind of sense, a mind of rivers

3. EMERGE
In a rise from the sea
Into air follow me
Reach afar, walk alone
Touch the star, fall alone
Indeed you see
The light touches me
Indeed you see
The light touches me
Little always time for always
Little owls will be for always
Little life is all we love to see
Little love is all we love to be
Little life is nomad in his time
Little sound surround and be the love
Little this is love and all will be
Little time to come when all will see
In a rise from the sea
Into air follow me
Reach afar, walk alone
Touch the star, fall alone
Indeed you see
The light touches me
Indeed you see
The light touches me

4. FALSE
You have lived like I know you felt like you slipped
Like I know you have disappeared into your body
You spin your hips
You twist your body
Minimal, you feel your body
Minimal, you crave a soul
You find a fish that is real
You seem a mind after pain
You reek of perfume and bliss
You feel a time of release
Minimal, you grab a soul
Minimal, you feel your body
Minimal, you found a tomb
Minimal, you take a ride
You find a fish that is real
You seem a mind after pain
You reek of perfume and bliss
You feel a time of release

5. FINNISH
To will a mindset
You can’t escape without a combat
You reach a simple evocation
A subtle minor invocation
You see that you will be a misery
Intensify a common tendency
If everyone was like you baby
You never come to see them maybe
Wretched boys of olden days have come along the way
Oh what are we
Wretched boys of olden days have come along the way
Oh what are we
You reach the world of me today
The bedtime splendor is to play
Come forth and lover gone away
To now reborn and rise this way

6. GULP
Wind, all around me wind
Saving the good ones for traveling far in the wind
I’m waving in the wind
Waving in the wind
Fire, I am only the fire
So bright burning all to an ash
I’m only the fire
Forming the light of the planet mass
Forming the life of the planet mass
Water flowing in the air
Feeding the molecules, breathing the life in there
I’ve settled on the earth
I’ve settled on the earth
Breeze, I am simply the trees
Grown from an acorn, pushed from the soil trees
House the lemurs, house all the men to be
Trees

7. KANADA
Feels like a lion Mayan day
Figure that you simply bite the head
Featured something featured some sublime
And acrimony is not really mine
Wait all the time
Say it’s not mine
Shake it now
Shake it pain
Power of north
Power train
Take a ride
Out of the foam
Shake it now
Power of none
Crush a can with scissors on a hand
Manage birthing from a different play
Authors spend a silence with their hand
Authors spend a rally in their way
Wait all the time
Say it’s not mine
Shake it now
Shake it pain
Power of north
Power train
Take a ride
Out of the foam
Shake it now
Power of none

8. OPERATION
Come along
And see what you want to be amazed at
Rivers, trees and sky
Simple purple visions of the eye
Canon’s rage
Canon’s rage against the tide below my face
Mercury flow
Flowing into pools of laughter
When a glossy time feels like a stranger
The moss is hanging low
Mercurial distance measured
In seconds of seconds way too low
Bastions hounding, waiting, tempting you to break
Out of your shell
Embryo no longer glass eyed
Particles rebound so so so low

9. RISK
Like a reach in heaven’s time
There’s nothing more to teach than poetry
Genuflect, it’s nothing like a curse
It separates from life among the trees
Your body rise
To walk two legs
The eyes face front
And think of death
Your body rise
To walk two legs
The eyes face front
And think of death
When the neurons turn to tracers
Behind your closed eyes
Packed tight from inserted fists
Struggling to manufacture light
True to the brain’s translation
It means you need to be born
Gushing forth with life
And greeted by souls
Before the pillars of God almighty
Wake yourself, emerge from time
There’s something you can do
To satisfy
Open eyes, it’s nothing like it seemed
From the blinders of the lies
Before the light
Your body rise
To walk two legs
The eyes face front
And think of death
Your body rise
To walk two legs
The eyes face front
And think of death

10. RUSH
Reach upon a star scintillate
Find yourself another respite way
In a dark Valhalla there’s a way
Find another recipe for pain
For the simple life
So the greaser’s hair
For the rusty knife
For a single elevation towards the sun
All is safe
All is saved
All is sane
Polarize in politics
Sturgeon eggs for comic eyes

11. STRIPES
Mind is over matter
Mind is over rain
Mind is over reason
Mind is over pain
Mind is over matter
Feel life is wrong
Mind is over rain
Feel life is over
Mind is over reason
Feel life is strong
Mind is over pain
Feel life to matter
Decadent spray
And scurrilous emotion
Drive careening downhill quickly
Cattywampus both too and fro
Becoming nothing short of a great demon run
Driven by pain so insidious
As to juxtapose between light and dark
Inside a cracked egg womb
First festering then fostering
Nothing short of miracles
Enticing glory and grace
From a darkened embryo
Mind is over matter
Mind is over rain
Mind is over reason
Mind is over pain
Mind is over matter
Feel life is wrong
Mind is over rain
Feel life is over
Mind is over reason
Feel life is strong
Mind is over pain
Feel life to matter

12. WET
Riding along
Living the underground
Staying to cry
Burrowing undertow
Musicianship
Is nothing to fall away
Flight and signs
Compete for the end of day
The last are divine
Coloring saves
An innocent crime
Fortunate names
A master in time
For rock scissor plays
Senses belong, innocent roles we play
Bastards are gone, taking to sound away
Playing the game, taking a turn in stride
Finish your meat, finish your roll it’s mine
The last are divine
Coloring saves
An innocent crime
Fortunate names
A master in time
For rock scissor plays
A crushing defeat is never a goal aspired
Rounding the board is missing a chance to lose
Gravity spins in particles lost in time
Gravity reeks of liars’ deceptive eyes

